How to add a Pass to Apple Wallet

**STEP ONE**
Go to the pass link: https://q.passkit.net/t-qydylgByL or scan the QR code.

**STEP TWO**
Enter your email address for recovery (i.e., if you want to install this pass on multiple devices, or want to be able to reinstall it).

**STEP THREE**
Enter your details.

**STEP FOUR**
Tap "Get Pass".

**STEP FIVE**
Tap "Add" on the top right corner to get your personalised pass and add to your Wallet.

**STEP SIX**
Open Wallet and you’ll see the pass.

**STEP SEVEN**
Tap "i" icon on the bottom right corner to go to the back of the pass.

You’ll find more relevant information related to the pass, options to delete the pass & deactivate automatic updates and lock screen messages.
How to add a Pass to Pass2U

**STEP ONE**
Download “Pass2U” from Google Play

**STEP TWO**
Go to the pass link: https://q.passkit.net/t-gvdygByL or scan the QR code.

**STEP THREE**
Enter your details

**STEP FOUR**
Enter your email address for recovery (i.e., if you want to install this pass on multiple devices, or want to be able to reinstall it)

**STEP FIVE**
Tap “Get Pass”

**STEP SIX**
Tap “Yes, I have a wallet app” to add your pass to Pass2U or any other wallet you use. The pass will be imported to Pass2U automatically

**STEP SEVEN**
Open Pass2U and you’ll see the pass.

**STEP EIGHT**
(Optional) Tap “i” icon on the bottom right corner to go to the back of the pass.
You’ll find more relevant information related to the pass, options to delete the pass & deactivate automatic updates and lock screen messages.